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Abstract

Early childhood computer science education has rising popularity, as children can acquire

21st-century competencies that are essential for them such as computational skills. Children ages 5-7

worldwide created millions of programming projects on ScratchJr, which is a freely downloadable

tablet-based coding application. However, there is a lack of understanding of how young children create

these projects. The objective of this study was to understand children's processes in creating ScratchJr

projects and how the processes were related to block usage outcomes. The first phase of the study was an

exploratory pilot study to qualitatively understand key actions and processes when children created

ScratchJr projects (n = 13). The second and main phase of the study used Google Analytics log data to

investigate the processes of a larger group of students (n = 153) who were participating in the 24-lesson

Coding as Another Language curriculum. The implications of this study are essential to inform how

teachers and parents may support young children’s creative and exploratory learning processes through

education technologies such as tablet-based coding applications.
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Introduction

There is a worldwide growth of computer science (CS) education in early grade levels (K-2) as

computer programming is extensively crucial across disciplines (Bers, 2018a, 2019). Through coding,

children can acquire skills such as computational thinking that can help them solve problems and navigate

everyday life (Bers, 2020b; Relkin et al., 2021). One popular and effective CS learning pedagogy is for

young children to create coding projects on a block-based programming platform such as ScratchJr

(Govind et al., 2020). ScratchJr is a popular and free tablet app that allows young children to create

open-ended animated stories and games through coding and designing. ScratchJr has been widely used

globally with or without curriculum at home and school, with more than a million active users monthly

(Unahalekhaka & Bers, 2021).

However, there is still a limited understanding of children’s creation processes or patterns when

creating creative projects with ScratchJr. Understanding children’s processes when creating their projects

is essential. Brennan and Resnick (2012) emphasized that we should assess beyond what students learn to

how they learn. They elaborated that framing computational thinking as concepts is insufficient; we

should articulate the framework as “processes of construction” (Brennan & Resnick, 2012, p. 6). A tool

that supports processes of construction is the ScratchJr platform that offers different coding concept

complexity levels; the more complex blocks have advanced computational concepts for young children,

such as conditional statements. Studies found that students’ coding block usage patterns can reveal their

coding processes, mastery levels, and styles (Emerson et al., 2020; Grover et al., 2017). An example of a

pattern is when children explore or self-discover coding blocks. This exploring pattern might be necessary

for their coding creations as studies have shown that exploring patterns support young children’s scientific

reasoning (Cook et al., 2011; Legare, 2014; Lobo & Galloway, 2008). Furthermore, exploration broadens

children's experience, leading to more revision and creativity in their solutions (Vygotsky, 2004, p. 15).

Therefore, it is crucial to understand children’s processes to improve teaching and learning experiences in

early CS learning.
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This study is part of a larger intervention that implemented the Coding as Another Language

(CAL) curriculum with ScratchJr across school districts in the US (ScratchJr Studies, 2021). The first

goal of this dissertation was to understand children's processes when creating ScratchJr projects and the

changes in these processes over the course of participating in the CAL-ScratchJr curriculum. This study

captured the process through the ScratchJr app usage actions from children's screen recordings and

Google Analytics log data when they created ScratchJr projects. There were two phases to this study. In

the pilot phase, I conducted a qualitative observation of screen recordings to understand how a small

group of children with low to high ScratchJr experiences created projects. Subsequently, I identified

children’s key actions and processes, which were crucial for the study’s main phase. The main phase used

Google Analytics log data to identify the processes of 153 children when they created ScratchJr projects

across time points.

The main phase also covered the study's second goal: to narrow the focus on exploring action

related to the coding blocks. Specifically, exploring actions may occur before or after children learn the

blocks' functionality from their lessons. Gopnik (2012) reported that children might draw different

conclusions when exploring independently compared to exploring after adults teach them. Therefore, this

study’s second goal was to understand the relationship between children’s exploring actions and coding

block complexity in their final projects. Findings from this study can be applied to other early childhood

coding learning platforms that use open-ended programming platforms not limited to the CAL

curriculum.

The dissertation first presents the research questions for both phases of the study. The dissertation

then explains a literature review of early childhood computer science and a less common but essential

assessment method, process-based assessment. This section also highlights the key behaviors for child

development that young children tend to exhibit when creating open-ended coding projects. The paper

then goes into methods and results of the pilot and main phases in detail. The following sections are
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discussion and implications for both study phases. Finally, this paper closes by describing study

limitations and future work.

Research Questions

Pilot Phase: Identifying Creation Processes (n = 13)

Research Question 1: What processes do children with varying ScratchJr experiences follow to create

their ScratchJr projects?

Main Phase: Creation Processes for Block Variety and Adherence (n = 153)

Research Question 2: What are the proportions of different creation processes at the three time points?

Research Question 3a: What is the difference in block variety as the CAL program progresses?

3b: Which creation process is associated with more block variety across time points?

Research Question 4a: How much are children using the blocks they learned as the CAL program

progresses?

4b: Which creation process is associated with more block adherence across time points?

Main Phase: Exploring Action and Block Complexity (n = 153)

Research Question 5a: Do children explore complex coding blocks more frequently before they are

taught?

5b: What is the relationship between when children explore complex blocks (explore on their own or

explore after they were taught) and how complex their block usage is in their final lessons?

Literature Review

Computer Science for Early Childhood

Programming skills are in high demand as there is a lack of trained workers in an increasingly

technologically dependent workforce (Bers, 2018b, 2019). Many integral objects to our lives use

programs, such as personal computers, smartphones, microwaves, and washing machines. Consequently,

countries worldwide have been pushing for computer science lessons to start since kindergarten (Webb et

al., 2017). However, having these lessons should not focus on filling the future workforce but on the
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"future citizenry" (Bers, 2019). Bers presented coding as a new literacy that supports new ways of

thinking so children can have a civic voice in the digital economy. Instead of coding as a STEM discipline

to fill the future workforce, coding should be considered literacy to provide another platform for children

to form and express their ideas (Bers, 2019). In addition, children can significantly benefit from the skills

they can acquire from learning to code.

Coding should start early to make a long-lasting impact when brain plasticity is the greatest (Bers,

2018a). Through coding, children can acquire skills such as Computational Thinking (CT), which can be

defined as “a set of heuristic reasoning skills that can be categorized into discrete sub-domains applicable

to problem-solving in computer science and other disciplines” (Relkin et al., 2021, p. 2). Bers introduced

the seven powerful ideas related to CT concepts for early childhood, including algorithms, modularity,

control structures, representation, hardware/software, design process, and debugging (Bers, 2020b). CT is

highly applicable to everyday life and valuable across disciplines, helping young children problem-solve,

make plans, and generate solutions.

There is evidence of the benefits of coding for early childhood development (Çiftci & Bildiren,

2020; Nouri et al., 2020). Nouri et al. (2020) interviewed nineteen K-9 computer science teachers on their

perspectives on their students' learning. They summarized the learning benefits in four themes: cognitive

skills and attitudes, language skills, creative problem-solving, and collaborative skills and attitudes.

Teachers reported that students understood the problems by breaking complex problems down into

smaller steps and using diverse solutions. Furthermore, students also showed communicative and

collaborative skills when working with peers. Another study on the effectiveness of preschool coding

lessons showed children’s significant learning gains in non-verbal cognitive abilities such as logical

thinking to differentiate figures and ordering (Çiftci & Bildiren, 2020).

Developmentally Appropriate Pedagogy, Learning Tool, and Curriculum

Children’s developmental levels can constrain the coding concepts they can acquire. Therefore,

the learning tools and teaching pedagogy must be developmentally appropriate for early childhood
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classrooms (Relkin et al., 2021; Strawhacker & Bers, 2019; Unahalekhaka & Bers, 2022). For example,

studies found that “control flow” (loop and if-then statements) can be challenging for young children to

understand and use. Similarly, another study found that first and second graders used conditional

statements in their coding projects less often than the other more straightforward concepts (Unahalekhaka

& Bers, 2022). These studies suggested that using control flow statements requires children to understand

multiple coding concepts, as such statements must be used with the action commands. For instance, if a

child wants a character to move forward repeatedly, the command must include a move forward block

(action) and a repeat loop block (control flow). Consequently, curriculums should be mindful of when and

how teachers introduce complex concepts. Additionally, coding platforms themselves must also be

appropriate for young children, especially when they have just started to develop their ability to read

texts.

The Benefits of Coding Project Creation

One developmentally appropriate approach for young children to learn to program is by creating

open-ended coding projects (Bers, 2019), as shown in Figure 1 left. Creating computer science projects

allows learners to synthesize and deepen their understanding through iterating and exploring alternative

solutions (Brennan et al., 2022). Resnick and Siegel (2015) compared this coding project creation

approach to learning grammar and punctuation as a step to writing. A study with over 700 children (ages

5-9) reported that children in the experimental group, who created open-ended robotic projects in a

seven-week curriculum, significantly improved their computational thinking scores in the post-

curriculum (Relkin et al., 2021). In contrast, they found no difference in the computational thinking scores

of students in the control group, which did not receive the intervention. In addition to the cognitive skills,

studies reported that young children might also develop social skills when they create open-ended projects

(Refer to Figure 1 right). Children learn to collaborate with others, such as peers or parents, by engaging

in positive communication, including sharing their ideas and final products (Bers, 2020a, 2020b; Govind

et al., 2020). Govind and others suggested that children “get to express their knowledge through teaching,
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coaching, and/or playing” when they create animated open-ended coding projects with others (Govind et

al., 2020, p. 61).

Figure 1

Coding with ScratchJr

The early ideas of constructionism. The approach to creating coding projects is supported by

the framework of Constructionism. Seymour Papert, the originator of this term, believed that children can

construct powerful ideas when they create personally meaningful products (Papert, 1980). Children

develop ideas rather than passively receive ideas from adults (Kafai & Resnick, 1996). Papert believed

that children have a mechanism to help refine their thinking, which may contain misconceptions or false

theories (Papert, 1980, p. 132). Building on this idea, Papert brought in technology as a learning tool.

Papert foresaw the potential of the computer for education before personal computers were

invented (Holbert et al., 2020, p. 3). In Papert’s Mindstorms book, he explained that computers allow

children to transform their abstract thoughts into more complex tangible products than what they can

typically do in the physical world. This process is valuable as children will not limit their skills to

complete drilling exercises but also apply their skills to something more consequential and concrete.

Learning also happens when children reflect and share their technological product ideas with others.

Constructionism recognizes that children can learn with diverse styles and knowledge representation
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(Kafai & Resnick, 1996, p. 3). Moreover, what they learn through creating can also be highly complex

and interdisciplinary (Papert, 1980). Papert gave an example of the Logo Turtle, an open-ended

programming learning environment where children can give the turtle commands to move around and

create computer graphics. Instead of doing geometric exercises on paper, children can create their

geometric shapes through Logo programming.

The Logo learning environment provides a microworld, which Papert introduced as an incubator

for powerful ideas to occur. A microworld is a space where children can explore, build, and modify their

reality and come up with multiple alternatives (Papert, 1980, p. 126). A microworld does not necessarily

need computers; another example is a playground that has a structure such as slides and swings that

supports children in exploring ideas related to physics (Bers, 2020a, p. 34). Unlike the microworld, where

children can test false theories to refine their thinking, schools tend to discourage the crucial process of

exploring false theories or thinking errors (Papert, 1980, p. 132). Therefore, schools should incorporate

more microworld learning environments for students to initiate their learning exploration.

Constructionism in more recent contexts. Constructionism concepts have evolved over the

years from the influence of learning sciences, cognitive theories, and technology (Holbert et al., 2020).

While the early constructionist ideas focused on learning at an individual level, the focus now expanded

to learning at a community level, such as classrooms and virtual platforms (Bers, 2020b; Kafai &

Resnick, 1996, p. 6). In their recent book on Constructionism, Hobert et al. (2020, p. 8) explained that

new theories propose that cognition is at the intersection of "tools, social interaction, the environment, and

the body." Specifically, Sociocultural Theory highlights how learning does not stem from a single

student's mind, but learning requires students to interact with their surroundings (Vygotsky, 1978).

Therefore, researchers should capture the bidirectional process in how learners interact with the

environments, such as peers, instructors, and learning materials (Holbert et al., 2020). Despite these

changes, constructionists' core goal is to give children powerful tools to create meaning through

constructing products (Holbert et al., 2020).
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Positive Technological Development Framework. Bers expanded on Papert’s idea of

microworlds, which only focused on the child's cognitive development. Bers emphasized the whole child

approach as children also encounter social, emotional, and moral domains in their microworlds (Bers,

2020a). Grounded in Constructionism, Bers developed a Positive Technological Development framework

that explains how children can develop positive social behaviors when using technology: “technologies

can engage children not only in thinking in new ways but also in behaving in new ways.”(Bers, 2020a, p.

35) This framework presents six behaviors associated with developmental characteristics that support

youth to thrive in life (Lerner et al., 2005). These behaviors are called the 6Cs, including collaboration,

creativity, communication, content creation, community building, and choice of conduct. A study showed

that children as young as four years old exhibited these 6Cs behaviors when coding with a screen-less

programming robot for young children (Bers et al., 2019). The Positive Technological Development

framework can be incorporated into the early childhood CS curriculum, which is addressed later in the

dissertation.

Developmentally Appropriate Creation Tool: ScratchJr

Papert’s early thoughts of Constructionism happened when technology was limited compared to

the present. Advancements in technology have made it possible for children at the kindergarten level to

program their animated projects. However, the programming tool must provide a developmentally

appropriate environment like a playground, in which young children can solve challenging cognitive and

social problems, explore emotions, and imagine creatively (Bers, 2020b). An example of a learning tool

that creates computational playgrounds is ScratchJr, a popular and free tablet app that teaches coding to

children ages 5-7 (Flannery et al., 2013). ScratchJr can create a microworld where children can freely

explore profound ideas and develop novel approaches to make animated stories and games (Bers, 2020a).

ScratchJr’s block-based programing language makes it possible for young children to code without having

to read text, as children can easily recognize the symbols and color of each coding block (Refer to Figure

2). With ScratchJr, children drag each block from its palette to the coding area and snap together blocks
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into a sequence. Then, the characters can act according to the coding command. Like a playground,

ScratchJr also has vast project design functions in the paint editor, voice recorder, and character and

background libraries. Children not only code but can also paint, clone, or even take a picture from outside

to decorate their projects. The ScratchJr environment is comparable to the Logo environment that allows

children to share their final products and share the making processes (Flannery et al., 2013; Papert, 1980,

p. 180). For instance, children can tap on each character to see the programs that they created. Therefore,

ScratchJr can easily be used across home and school settings with and without a formal curriculum.

Figure 2

Ada Lovelace Project

Note. This ScratchJr project created by a first grader is based on the “Ada Byron Lovelace & the Thinking

Machine” by Laurie Wallmark. The command on the first page will move the character, Ada, forward

seven times and go to the next scene.

Research-based Curriculum: Coding as Another Language

Coding is literacy for the 21st century. Bers introduced the Coding as Literacy framework, where

she compares programming languages to natural languages as expression tools (Bers, 2018a). Both

alphabetical literacy and coding literacy are tools that allow people to create meaningful and sharable
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products. Therefore, teachers can model computer science learning from literacy instructions (Bers,

2019). As Bers has noted, “learning to program involves learning how to use a new language for

communicative and expressive functions”(Bers, 2019, p. 499).

Using ScratchJr as an example, this programming language has an artificial symbolic system with

commands (also called sequences) that run from left to right (Refer to Figure 2), unlike the more

advanced programming languages that run from top to bottom. There are rules for ScratchJr sequences

just like grammar; for example, each sequence must start with a yellow trigger block. Furthermore,

orange control blocks like "repeat" must be used with other block types such as "motion." Consequently, a

character will repeat its motion according to the repeat command (Refer to Figure 3). ScratchJr helps

children understand the relationship between the execution of each coding block and the character's action

by highlighting each block that gets run. Furthermore, children can create stories up to four pages per

project on ScratchJr, which allows them to learn about story components (beginning, middle, and end).

Figure 3

A ScratchJr Command

Note. A command with trigger, repeat, motion, and end blocks that tells a character to move up four

times.

Although CS has become a mandatory subject for K-12 classrooms in many US states, there is

still a lack of research-based CS curriculum and professional development models in early grade levels.

To fill in these needs, the Coding as Another Language (CAL) pedagogical approach was created with

influences from Constructionism and the Coding as Literacy framework. The field-tested CAL curriculum

integrates computer science and literacy instructions for K-2 students, aligning with the Common Core

literacy standard and K-12 CS frameworks (Bers, 2019). This curriculum also aims to develop children’s
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socioemotional and moral engagement by using activities guided by the Positive Technological

Development framework (6 C’s). There are twenty-four 45-minute lessons with various activities, which

can be off-screen or on the tablet with ScratchJr. Some examples include reading stories, writing plans

(Refer to Figure 4 left), unplugged coding (screen-free), and coding with ScratchJr (Coding as Another

Language, 2022). Some lessons provide free exploration time for children to pursue their interests with

ScratchJr. For example, children may revise their codes or try out a different function in the painting tool.

According to the CAL curriculum, children must re-create three projects from a song, a make-up story, or

a storybook at various time points in the curriculum. Each grade level has two ScratchJr projects that they

must create from two storybooks to enhance their literacy skills. For instance, first graders have to read

"Ada Byron Lovelace & the Thinking Machine" (Refer to Figure 2 project) and "Where the Wild Things

Are." (Refer to Figure 4 right).

Figure 4
First Grade Classroom with CAL Curriculum Lesson 19

Note. (Left) A child sharing a project design plan (Right) A teacher telling Where the While Things Are

story at the beginning of the lesson.

Key Behaviors in Open-ended Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts, and Mathematics Learning

This section expands on the essential actions that children exhibit through the process of creating

coding projects. As Constructionism explains, when children create customized projects, they learn

through exploring and revising their ideas. These key behaviors are supported across literature on
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children’s STEAM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts, and Mathematics) activities and are essential

for child development.

Creation

According to Vygotsky, creative activity drives humans forward at every stage of life. Vygotsky

defined creative activity as "any human act that give rise to something new" (Vygotsky, 2004, p. 7).

Vygotsky categorized two activities, reproductive and creative (also called combinatorial). The

reproductive activity is when a person repeats the previously developed patterns with no new creation. For

instance, a child repetitively creates the same coding sequence with no novelty or adaptation. This process

is comparable to how Papert explained the first step of the cognitive process, which is to recall an existing

concept. However, if humans are only limited to recalling the previous experience with no changes, we

would fail to adapt to unexpected situations (Vygotsky, 2004, p. 8). In contrast, the creative activity is to

create something new based on previous experience. Vygotsky also talks about creativity interchangeably

with imagination and fantasy (Ayman‐Nolley, 2009). Creativity is crucial for “all aspects of cultural life,

enabling artistic, scientific, and technical creation” (Vygotsky, 2004, p. 9).

Creativity, which stems from play, is essential for children's development. Vygotsky noted that a

child's play is not a reproductive activity but a "creative working of the impressions he has acquired"

(Vygotsky, 2004, p. 11). Therefore, the richness of children’s creativity depends on their accumulated

experience based on reality. A popular misconception is that only famous inventors are creative. However,

creativity happens when a person, such as a child, imagines, revises, or creates something personally

novel, regardless of the scale of the impact (Vygotsky, 2004, p. 10). Similarly, Resnick (Resnick, 2017, p.

19) described the difference between the "Big-C Creativity" inventions that are new to the world, and the

"little-c creativity" inventions that can be small but personally useful in everyday life. He suggested that

educators focus more on the little C to help students reach their full creative potential. Moreover, the best

way to cultivate creativity is through playful project creation according to children’s passion while

collaborating with others (Resnick, 2017).
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Exploration

Exploration starts early. Exploratory behavior is vital for children's learning from birth as it helps

young children gather information from the environment, which leads to knowledge development and

scientific reasoning (Cook et al., 2011; Legare, 2014; Lobo & Galloway, 2008). Newborn babies explore

by gazing into the immediate environment (Gibson, 1988). Once babies can move around, they shift their

exploration to the features and functionality of objects and then eventually manipulate the objects. Gibson

(1988) hypothesized that understanding object affordances are a foundation for causal knowledge, evident

in a more recent study with preschoolers (Schulz & Bonawitz, 2007). Similarly, a different study found

that preschoolers have “intuitive theories of the physical, biological, psychological, and social world”

(Gopnik, 2012, p. 1623). A study compared children (ages 4-7) and adults, and found that children

explored more than adults even when they knew that the reward from their actions might not be worth the

effort (Liquin & Gopnik, 2022). Young children’s thinking mechanisms are similar to the processes of

science, where they explore and test their hypotheses about the world (Gopnik, 2012).

Exploration can be spontaneous or guided by instructions (Evangelou et al., 2010). However,

children's exploration may differ when exploring independently than after receiving instructions from

adults (Gopnik, 2012, p. 1626). Bonawitz et al. (2011) claimed that instruction promotes efficient

learning; however, it comes at the cost of children being more likely to stop exploring novel information.

They found that children tend to believe what adults showed them to be effective and infer that there is no

more information to discover. Consequently, they explore the other information or possibilities less

(Bonawitz et al., 2011). Bonawitz and others (2011) showed that preschoolers who were taught directly or

indirectly about the toy functionality played with the toy less frequently, resulting in less discovery of the

other toy functions. The study implied that delaying instructions for children to explore on their own may

promote innovation. However, the benefits of doing so may vary as it depends on children’s unscripted

action and whether the teacher knows what undiscovered information is available for children to explore

independently. For instance, a study with third and fourth-grade students reported that more children learn
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experimental science planning from direct instruction than discovery learning (Klahr & Nigam, 2004).

Another study also found that guided instruction is more beneficial when children have no background

knowledge of the learning topic, as foundational content is essential for open-ended tasks (Kirschner et

al., 2006). Therefore, self-discovery and instruction-led exploration actions might both be necessary for

children’s learning.

Exploratory behavior is evident across numerous early childhood STEM (Science, Technology,

Engineering, and Mathematics) studies (Evangelou et al., 2010; Lavigne et al., 2020; Strawhacker et al.,

2020). A study with preschoolers found that exploratory behavior is essential to encourage early

engineering thinking (Evangelou et al., 2010). Moreover, artifacts or tangible objects may promote

exploration better than a book or sketch version of objects. A different study used CRISPEE, a tangible

robotic tool that allows children ages 5-7 to learn about biodesign through programming. They found that

children in individual sessions spent a great amount of their time exploring the tool's interface while

spending less time building or testing programs (Strawhacker et al., 2020). Similarly, another study on

computational concepts reported that preschool children who were asked to build animals from various

shapes might be more motivated to explore than to build efficiently (Lavigne et al., 2020). The study’s

key takeaway is that young children tend to playfully use multiple ways to create rather than thinking

about the most efficient steps.

Revising

After exploring new information, children may use the acquired knowledge to modify their work.

Children regularly refine their coding projects by changing the ideas to use a different approach (Bers,

2020b; Papert, 1980). The essence of Constructionism is learning as creating, where the product keeps

evolving through iterations and might not always stick to the pre-established plan (Brennan & Resnick,

2012; Harel & Papert, 1991, p. 6).

The ability to revise existing knowledge or theory with new information is essential for learning

(Feldman & Fowler, 1997; Papert, 1980). This claim aligns with the Theory of Conceptual Change in
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science learning and explains how encountering and processing new information to revise current

understanding may lead to learning (Posner et al., 1982). When students face a new phenomenon, they

must use existing concepts to explain it (assimilation). However, if they cannot use the current concepts to

explain a new phenomenon, they will have to reorganize or revise their central concepts

(accommodation). Posner et al. (1982) further elaborated on the revision phase. They explained that

conceptual change would occur when the learner is unsatisfied with the existing concept, and the new

concept can potentially solve the problem. In a more recent study on scientific thinking, Kuhn (2010)

explained that children acquire knowledge through conceptual change by revising their theories,

especially when the early theories are likely to be incorrect and incomplete. In addition to children

revising their beliefs, revision actions on tangible objects can be seen across studies (Bairaktarova et al.,

2011; Brennan & Resnick, 2012).

An early engineering study observed children (aged 3-5) free play with different tangible

materials such as blocks, sandboxes, and water tables (Bairaktarova et al., 2011). The study’s objective

was to find similarities between children’s play behavior and indicators of engineering behavior. One of

the key behaviors that they found was problem-solving, which they explained as the willingness to

"rework, redo, or redesign something to improve function of object or process" (Bairaktarova et al., 2011,

p. 228). They compared this behavior to when engineers make a product that is an extension of their past

creations. They observed children’s reworking behavior with the more structured artifacts, including

puzzles and circuits (Bairaktarova et al., 2011, p. 228).

Similarly, a coding environment like ScratchJr also has structure that may allow reworking.

Another study with Scratch, a programming environment similar to ScratchJr but for children ages 8-16,

observed and interviewed students on their projects (Brennan & Resnick, 2012). One of the primary

practices they observed was "being incremental and iterative," which is how a project design is an

adaptive process requiring small iterative steps to arrive at a solution. Children iterated their ideas and

creations, which they may switch between testing and developing their Scratch projects. Creative learning
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is a process that "involves moments of getting stuck, not knowing, being wrong, and failing" (Brennan,

2015, p. 280)—aligning with an idea in Papert’s Mindstorms book that the act of refining misconceptions

is crucial for learning (Papert, 1980, p. 132).

Customizing

Papert encouraged the idea of not separating imagination from children’s deeply personal work.

He gave an example of a child who wanted to creatively incorporate math and art together when

programming a graphical figure (Harel & Papert, 1991, p. 6). Constructionism highlights the importance

of giving students time to visualize their ideas in meaningful ways, and their representation may change

through reflection and connection with others (Sheridan, 2020). Thus, Sheridan (2020, p. 323) compared

constructionist learning to studio art education, which is "about exploring form and meaning of

representations." Students in art classes often have to work over multiple sessions to create a product from

open-ended prompts, similar to how young children make their ScratchJr projects.

Project customization is essential for children to communicate and express ideas. A study

assessed ScratchJr projects created by first and second graders at the end of their 24-lesson curriculum

(Unahalekhaka & Bers, 2022). They found that the children highly customized their coding projects,

especially when their projects were animated stories with multiple pages of storylines. Visual

representation, such as characters and background, might help children connect ideas to coding. A literacy

study presented young children’s (aged 4-6) drawing as a form of visual text construction, which

supported their writing. They reported that children might use drawing and writing text "together in order

to create messages that are more complex than those that they could create with either drawing or text

alone" (Mackenzie & Veresov, 2013, p. 27). This study elaborated that visual text creation skills like

drawing can help reduce the interruption of self-expression when children are still learning to write.

Furthermore, the highly customized projects might become more personally meaningful to children. For

example, children can personalize their ScratchJr projects more extensively by taking photos and

recording their voices in their stories.
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These examples highlight a pedagogical shift from STEM to STEAM by including art disciplines

(Liao, 2016). One reason that supports this shift is to engage students with more real-world applications

of STEM. Furthermore, research shows that STEAM can enhance children's skills in creativity,

innovation, problem-solving, and engagement in the STEM fields (Perignat & Katz-Buonincontro, 2019).

STEAM education should focus on the making process, such as "exploration, creative thinking,

designing, technique, creative-expression, critique, evaluation, and redesign" rather than the end product

(Perignat & Katz-Buonincontro, 2019, p. 35). Therefore, it is crucial for practitioners to think about how

they can effectively assess these processes.

Why is understanding process important?

Studies have emphasized the importance of research examining learning processes or patterns

from exploratory activities about a particular concept (Blikstein et al., 2014; Brennan et al., 2021; Holbert

et al., 2020; Tissenbaum, 2020). The process can be defined as how a task is completed, which can be

reflected in patterns of actions (Gomez et al., 2021; Iseli et al., 2021). When children design sharable

artifacts, learning is more importantly reflected through the process of creating than from the final

product. Kafai (1996) elaborated that learning takes place over time as children get to iteratively plan,

problem-solve, and design, despite the outcome of the product. Accordingly, it is valuable for educators to

understand children's learning processes to support their needs and motivation (Ryan & Deci, 2020, p. 6).

However, there is a limitation to how much educators can accurately capture the learning process of each

student during lessons. Technology not only supports children’s learning but can also assist teachers in

evaluating their students.

Learning Analytics

Although computers started to become prominent instructional tools in the 1980s (Reiser, 2001),

data collection in educational settings was done manually until less than 30 years ago, before the mass

scaling of technology (Krumm et al., 2018). At present, computers can collect thousands of data points

when students interact with learning tools. This phenomenon led to learning analytics, which uses static
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and dynamic information about learners and learning environments for educational purposes (Ifenthaler &

Yau, 2020).

The field of learning analytics has flourished due to its potential to capture children's continual

and real-time interactions with learning platforms (Admiraal et al., 2020; Berland et al., 2014). For

example, the log data of a game application may show all the students’ actions on the application across

timestamps. While some traditional assessments (e.g., tests) evaluate learning outcomes, they cannot

capture learning processes at a large scale without close human observation (Blikstein, 2011). Studies

have found that this kind of data about students’ education technology usage patterns can provide details

about their mastery levels and learning styles (Emerson et al., 2020; Grover et al., 2017).

Google Analytics is a web analytics service offered by Google to give small to medium-sized

companies insights into their customers' behavior around their products (Google Analytics, 2020).

ScratchJr has been using Google Analytics to collect children’s usage data since 2016 (Leidl et al., 2017).

The purpose of collecting this data is to understand how and where children use ScratchJr. Therefore, one

of the data types that the ScratchJr team has been collecting is the number of users at a particular

geographic location (country, region, and city). Furthermore, the data are not identifiable as all the users'

personal information, including IP addresses, gets erased. These log data have the potential to help

researchers understand children’s ScratchJr usage patterns, from which they can derive creation processes.

Programming Process

Computer science is more than writing codes, as it also involves thinking processes. A study

described that using block-based analysis alone limits researchers understanding of children's learning;

instead, "focusing on process presents an opportunity to explore the computational thinking that is

incompletely represented by blocks" (Brennan & Resnick, 2012, p. 23). A different study suggested that

teachers should evaluate coding projects multiple times to illustrate student learning processes (Brennan

et al., 2021) and use these insights to give feedback to guide their students’ next steps.
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Learning analytics is a tool that can capture students’ learning processes. Berland (2013) used

learning analytics to categorize pathways of the programming process that high school students exhibited,

including exploration, tinkering, and refining. However, it is unknown whether there are similar processes

in young children's programming. A study analyzed first graders' coding process data from solving

puzzles on codeSpark, an app that exposes children to computational concepts (Iseli et al., 2021).

Although the coding processes were not validated, they found multiple patterns that can be linked to

computational thinking concepts. For example, when children try to achieve a part of the goal before

adding more commands, that is comparable to the computational thinking concept of decomposition,

which is to break a problem into smaller approachable goals.

Another study implied that children who created open-ended projects with ScratchJr at home

might use different processes than those at school (Unahalekhaka & Bers, 2021). The study utilized

Google Analytics to collect children's ScratchJr usage data from over four million sessions in the United

States. On average, they found that children at school used lower coding block variety than children at

home. Consequently, children at school also used fewer intermediate and advanced coding blocks.

Children at home seemed to have a more exploratory play with ScratchJr, as they also spent more time

using the painting tools to customize their projects. This study implied that project creation processes that

children used are related to their block usage levels and learning.

Coding Blocks Usage in Relation to Learning Experiences

Not only are block usage levels and creation processes related, but usage levels can also indicate

children’s CS learning experiences (Emerson et al., 2020; Unahalekhaka & Bers, 2021; Wang et al.,

2017). Some of the most highlighted block usage types across studies include complexity and variety

(Franklin et al., 2017; Portelance et al., 2016; Strawhacker & Bers, 2019; Unahalekhaka & Bers, 2022).

Various studies used block complexity to differentiate coding competency levels between K-2 students

(Portelance et al., 2016; Strawhacker & Bers, 2019). A different study with upper elementary students

reported how sixth graders used the highest block category variety in their Scratch projects compared to
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younger students learning the same concepts (Franklin et al., 2017). This means that CS concepts and

instructions should be developmentally appropriate for each grade level. Another block usage type

necessary for CS learning is adherence, or how closely children can use all the blocks taught from the

curriculum. Although young children vary in interests and learning paces (Harvey & Horton, 1977; Ryan

& Deci, 2020; Tomlinson, 2005; Vygotsky, 2011), it is still crucial that they at least meet the minimum

objective of the curriculum. Research has shown better student outcomes when teachers delivered more

content from the curriculum (Lillehoj et al., 2004; Pettigrew et al., 2015). This may be why adherence is

often used in program evaluation to determine how well educational programs could reach their

objectives (fidelity of implementation). Therefore, the current study used block variety, adherence, and

complexity as the outcomes of children’s participation in the 24-week Coding as Another Language

(CAL) program with ScratchJr.

Current Study

The overarching objective of the current study was to understand children’s ScratchJr project

creation processes, which this study defines as the sequencing and switching of children’s actions to

create ScratchJr projects. Furthermore, the study linked children’s creation processes to their ScratchJr

coding block usage, which may be related to their coding mastery levels and learning experiences

(Emerson et al., 2020; Price & Price-Mohr, 2018; Unahalekhaka & Bers, 2021). This study focused on

three usage types, including block variety, block adherence, and block complexity. Block adherence to the

curriculum was the number of recently taught blocks used by the child in the project. Block variety was

the number of unique blocks children used. Block complexity was the number of intermediate and

advanced blocks children used (Refer to Figure 5). This study measured block usage variety and

complexity as creation is more meaningful for learning when children newly create something that has not

been repeated (Ayman‐Nolley, 2009). Furthermore, block adherence can still be important for learners

according to the curriculum’s objectives.

Figure 5
ScratchJr Block Complexity Levels
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There were two phases in the current study to understand how different processes in creating

ScratchJr coding projects related to how children used various coding blocks. The pilot phase was

exploratory and observed processes in how children (n = 13) with varying ScratchJr experience levels

create ScratchJr projects. The main phase investigated the occurrences and relations of processes (from

the pilot study) across more students (n = 153) at three time points in the CAL curriculum using Google

Analytics log data. The three time points as shown in Table 1 were chosen as the lessons children created

major projects in the CAL curriculum. The two study phases were connected as the main phase quantified

the different types of creation processes from the pilot phase.
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Table 1

Specified Lesson Number at each Timepoint for each Grade Level

Grade Timepoint 1 Timepoint 2 Timepoint 3
First Lessons 5-6 Lessons 9-10 Lessons 19-20

Second Lessons 6-7 Lessons 10-11 Lessons 19-20

Pilot Phase

Pilot Phase: Identifying Creation Processes

RQ1: What processes do children with varying ScratchJr experiences follow to create their ScratchJr

projects?

Main Phase: Creation Processes for Block Variety and Adherence

The main phase connected creation processes from research question one to how children use

coding blocks (variety, adherence, and complexity). Therefore, the second research question identified the

occurrences of processes across three timepoints in the CAL curriculum. I picked three-time points

according to the lessons in which children created major ScratchJr projects. The third question

investigated which process type was related to the greatest block variety. The CAL curriculum covers

different blocks across the lessons; therefore, children should learn an increasing number of blocks as

time passes (Refer to Figure 6). Thus, the fourth research question investigated whether children use the

blocks they just learned and how this usage relates to the processes they used.

RQ2: What are the proportions of different creation processes at the three-time points?

I hypothesized that the exploration process would occur more frequently in earlier times, whereas

customization would happen more prominently at the second and third timepoints. The reason is because

children might explore blocks when they are still new to ScratchJr as they are curious about different

block functionalities. Additionally, I hypothesized that customization would increase after timepoint one

as children will learn how to use painting functions. I also expected that there would be other processes
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not covered by the three identified process types (from RQ1). However, I mainly focused on the three

types.

RQ3: a) What is the difference in block variety as the CAL program progresses?

b) Which creation process is associated with more block variety across time points?

I hypothesized that there should be an increasing number of block varieties across time points as

children learn more block types. Children who explored more coding blocks would have the greatest

block variety as children with this process type tend to try out unknown blocks. The next question aimed

to understand whether children use blocks that they were recently taught in class as part of the CAL

curriculum to create open-ended projects.

Figure 6

ScratchJr coding blocks that should be covered by the end of each time point

RQ4: a) How much are children using the blocks they learned as the CAL program progresses?

b) Which creation process is associated with more block adherence across time points?

I hypothesized that children would increasingly use blocks they recently learned as the lessons

progressed. Children would have more experience incorporating more blocks that they learned into their
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projects. Furthermore, a process with a lot of customization would be associated with lower adherence as

children would have less time to code.

Main Phase: Exploring Action and Block Complexity

The last research question examined the relationship between exploring action and block

complexity in their final lessons. This study focused on "Exploring action” instead of “Exploration

process” that might also include creating and revising actions. I defined complexity as the total number of

intermediate or advanced block levels used (Refer to Figure 5). Further, exploring is split into two types,

exploring blocks before versus after the lesson introduces the blocks (Refer to Table 2). In another words,

exploring before the lesson means children try out complex blocks that have not been taught, vice versa. It

is important to note that children will have fewer blocks to explore ahead of the curriculum.

Table 2
The Lesson Number that each Complex Block gets Introduced

Complex Block Levels Block Type First Grade Lesson Second Grade Lesson
Intermediate Tap 14 15

Speed 15 16

Wait 16 16

Go to start 15 2

Forever 6 16

Go To Page 10 6

Advanced Bump 14 15

Send message 18 9

Start on message 18 9

Repeat 17 13

Stop 14 19

RQ5: a) Do children explore the complex coding blocks more frequently before they were taught?
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b) What is the relationship between when children explore complex blocks (explore on their own or

explore after they were taught) and how complex their block usage is in their final lessons?

According to prior studies, children stopped exploring for novel information after they were given

the information. Therefore, I hypothesized that children would explore the coding blocks less after the

lessons covered them and exploring durations (before and after) will positively relate to block complexity.

However, I also hypothesized that children who explored ahead of the curriculum would use more

complex blocks at the end of the curriculum because they would be exposed to the complex blocks earlier

and have more time to try out the new information they gained from exploring.

Method

The overall study used a sequential mixed-method approach with a fixed design, meaning that the

use of quantitative and qualitative studies was predetermined. The study took a typology-based approach,

particularly, Exploratory Sequential Design (Creswell et al., 2018). The two phases in the current study

aligned with the three Exploratory Sequential Design Phases (Creswell et al., 2018, p. 135), which is

shown in Table 3. According to Creswell et al. (2018), this design is useful to explore important concepts

that are unknown in quantitative studies. The unknown concept in this current study was young children’s

creation processes when creating coding projects, as there was still a lack of literature in this area.

Table 3

Summary of Exploratory Sequential Design Phases (Creswell et al., 2018, p. 135)

Phases Description
Qualitative ● Defining qualitative research questions

● Collecting and analyzing qualitative data to explore phenomenon

Bridging Qual-Quant ● Designing or building qualitative feature based on the qualitative

results

Quantitative ● Defining quantitative research questions

● Collecting and analyzing quantitative data
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Rather than having three phases as Creswell et. al. suggested, the current study had two,

“Qualitative” study as the pilot phase and the “Bridging Qualitative and Quantitative” study and

“Quantitative” study as the main phase (Refer Table 4). I conducted a qualitative study with a small group

of children to identify types of creation processes when creating open-ended ScratchJr projects from their

tablet screen recordings. Subsequently, I quantified these processes to turn them into core variables for the

main study. The following sections explain the method of the pilot and main phases in more detail.

Table 4

Alignment of Exploratory Sequential Design Process (Creswell et al., 2018, p. 135) and the current study

design

Exploratory Sequential
Design Phases

Aligned Study
Phases

Aligned Research
questions

Method

Qualitative Pilot RQ1 Task-analysis and deductive

coding approach

Bridging Qual-Quant Main RQ2 Rule-based identification

Quantitative Main RQ3

RQ4

RQ5

Multilevel Regression

Multilevel Regression

T-test and Linear Regression

Pilot Phase
Data Sources

The total of 23 ScratchJr screen recordings came from three sources, an online study and two

in-person classrooms. In the online study, I recruited six children from K-2 levels by sending a

recruitment email to the ScratchJr e-list, which has emails of parents, teachers, and school administrators.

Six children participated resulting in three 30-40 minutes recordings per child. However, this study only

included screen recordings from five children due to a technical issue with one child's screen recordings

(Refer to Table 5). I determined children’s level of experience in using ScratchJr from a pre-survey
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question that asked parents or teachers how much experience each child has, ranging from little,

moderate, and high.

For the in-person classes, both classes were learning with the CAL curriculum. One classroom

was from a preschool in Medford, MA, and the other was from an elementary school in RI. This study

took screen recordings from different points in the curriculum when teachers asked children to create

open-ended projects on ScratchJr. I labeled screen recordings from Lessons 4, 10, and 20 as children with

little, moderate, and high ScratchJr experience levels, respectively. In total, there were seven videos for

children with little ScratchJr experience, and eight videos each for children with medium and high

experience.

Table 5

Description of the Pilot Study Sample

IDs (n = 13) Sex Race Grade ScratchJr
Experience

Study Format #Video

Child A Male Black 1 High Online 3

Child B Male White 1 High Online 3

Child C Male White 1 Medium Online 3

Child D Female White 2 Medium Online 3

Child E Male White 2 High Online 3

Child F Female White 1 A little In-person 1

Child G Female White 1 A little In-person 1

Child H Female White 1 A little In-person 1

Child I Male Hispanic 1 A little In-person 1

Child J Female White 1 High In-person 1

Child K Female White K High In-person 1

Child L Male White K Medium In-person 1
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Child M Male White 1 Medium In-person 1

Procedure

In the online study, I met each child and their parent or teacher over three 45 minutes sessions,

where I asked the child to create open-ended projects according to the prompts. Parents and teachers were

permitted to answer the child's questions and give hints; however, they were encouraged not to provide

major guidance or initiate new ideas to the child. The format of the prompts was inspired by the CAL

curriculum, which has free play in the early lesson and storybook recreation in the middle and the end

lessons. Therefore, the first session was free play, so they could create anything they wanted. In the

second session, I played an e-book called "How to Code a Sandcastle" by Josh Funk. I then asked the

children to re-create this story, which is about a girl that programs a robot to help her build a sandcastle.

In the third session, the children got more time to work on their sandcastle project; otherwise, they got to

work on any projects they wanted if they were done early.

Children from in-person classrooms had 24-lesson CAL-ScratchJr intervention. I could not enter

the schools in person due to their COVID-19 regulations; consequently, I asked teachers to screen record

when children create projects and send them to the DevTech Research Group. The teachers generously

supported my request but could only screen record when they were available from teaching. Therefore,

the screen recordings vary from 10-30 minutes and did not always start from the beginning of the session.

In lesson 4, the children had a free play session. Then children re-created two stories in lessons 10 and 19,

"Ada Byron Lovelace & the Thinking Machine” by Laurie Wallmark and “Where the Wild Things Are”

by Maurice Sendak.

Data Analysis

The qualitative phase of this study (Refer to Table 4) adapted task-based analysis by integrating

the deductive coding analysis approach to observe and analyze children’s actions and processes from their

ScratchJr screen recordings (Refer to Table 6). This study had to adapt the task-based approach to make

the steps more suitable in an open-ended creation process with no preferred outcome. In contrast,
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task-based analysis was originally created to observe the “most necessary and efficient steps toward the

intended goals” in psychotherapy (Pascual-Leone et al., 2009, p. 529). Task-based analysis has been

successfully applied to the other aspects of educational contexts. For instance, a study used task analysis

to discover children’s mathematical disposition when creating computer games on Scratch (Ke, 2014).

Pascual-Leone et al. (2009) stated the objective of task-based analysis is to discover necessary

steps in reaching a task’s goal. They split task analysis into two phases- discovery and validation.

The Discovery phase “blends observation and plausible theory” (Pascual-Leone et al., 2009, p. 529);

therefore, the first step of this approach is to use existing theory and frameworks to guide observation.

The following steps are to come up with categories and quantify them. Subsequently, the Validation

phase tests the newly developed coding scheme across new cases and establishes interrater reliability.

In addition to task analysis, I used Erickson’s deductive video coding approach, which is derived

from a classroom interaction observation method (Erickson, 2006). This approach locates every

occurrence of the action of interest without sampling every timeframe (e.g., 30 seconds) of the entire

video. The last steps are to find the frequency of occurrences and then describe some of the occurrences in

detail. The alignment of the adapted task-based and deductive analysis approaches and the current study

procedure is shown in Table 6.

Table 6

Aligning the Current Study Procedure to the Adapted and Integrated Qualitative Approaches

Task-based Analysis and

Deductive Data Analysis

(Erickson, 2006; Pascual-Leone et al., 2009, p. 531)

Current Study Procedure

Discovery Phase 1) Rational Model, using existing

theory to guide qualitative

observation

Literature reviewed young children’s actions

when creating open-ended STEM projects
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2a) Empirical Modeling: synthesize

and organize phenomena into

categories,

2b) Deductive Video Coding:

Designed and iterated a coding scheme with

four key actions that were exhibited from the

screen recordings.

The main researcher watched 23 video

recordings and only marked the time span

when the phenomenon (action) occurs.

3) Synthesis and Measurement:

finding model of change, quantifying

categories, or measurement of

participants’ progresses across time

Quantified and visualized prevalence of

actions. Then derived creation processes from

analyzing the action plots.

Validation Phase 1) Establish interrater reliability The second researcher coded all 23 videos by

using the finalized coding scheme.

I started the pilot study with a literature review, which showed that children commonly display

key actions when creating tangible STEAM projects, such as tinkering, refining, exploring, and

customizing. I then used these findings to guide my observation on children’s actions from three screen

recordings, while forming a coding scheme (Refer to Table 7). The coding scheme was stable and

finalized after coding three more videos. Following the finalized coding scheme, I coded the actions on

NVivo as they appeared in the rest of the 23 videos. To establish interrater reliability, a second rater used

the finalized coding scheme to code 23 videos. The codes were aligned approximately 96% of all time

points across two raters. We discussed and resolved any coding misalignment.
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Table 7

Project Creation Actions Coding Scheme

Categories Actions Definition
Coding Create New Start a new code from blank (excluding voice recording) with no

switching to non-coding actions

Revise Rework on the same code after playing program or doing

non-coding actions

Explore Try out intermediate or advanced blocks repeatedly

Project Design Customize Decorate project or add character/background

In the synthesize and measurement steps, I compared occurrences and sequences of actions across

student groups. Therefore, I found the duration of each action by converting the timestamps and

visualizing the sequences of actions in R. Before plotting, I turned raw action frequencies into proportions

as the video durations differed across participants. The next step was to derive different processes that

children used to create their ScratchJr projects to address the main goal of the pilot study. I achieved that

by analyzing the action sequence plots and grouping actions into processes.

Results

Research Question 1: What processes do children with varying ScratchJr experiences follow to create

their ScratchJr projects?

The first research question examined the creation processes children with varying ScratchJr

experiences follow to create their coding projects. As a foundation to understanding the processes, it is

important to uncover the actions that children commonly exhibited.

Frequencies of Four Key Actions

From the deductive video coding analysis, the four actions that stood out when children created

their ScratchJr projects were create, revise, explore, and customize. Overall, children spent the most time

(55.19% on average) aesthetically customizing their coding projects. As part of customization, this study
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also included the action of adding a character or background to expand the story. Although adding new

characters is linked to creating programs, many added characters did not have programs. The other study

reported how children often add new characters to decorate the story background without the intention to

program them (e.g., a sun in the sky) (Unahalekhaka & Bers, 2022). Children on average spent a similar

amount of time creating new (19.46%) coding sequences and revising (19.31%) the created sequences.

Children explored coding blocks that they had not learned yet, most commonly with complex

(intermediate and advanced levels) blocks (Refer to Figure 5) but exploring on average appeared the least

frequently (6.04%).

There were similarities in how children across experience levels used their time, as shown in

Figure 7. Particularly, all groups of children spent, on average, the most time on customizing, similar

average amounts of time on creating new and revising, and the least time on exploring complex blocks.

Even though these proportions were similar across experience levels, however, there was still a difference

in the overall amount of time they spent on each action. For example, children with a medium level of

ScratchJr experience spent an average of 66% of their time customizing, which was more than the two

other experience level groups.

Figure 7
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Average Proportions of Actions by Experience Levels

Understanding the Three Creation Processes

I next examined the sequence plots of the four key actions (for example, see Figure 8). Across these plots,

three types of processes became apparent (shown in red boxes in Figure 8). These processes could occur

in any order, as young children seemed to be following these processes diversely (Refer to Figure 9 for an

illustration of processes across all 23 videos).

Figure 8

Processes that a child with high experience used to create ScratchJr project in one session

Note. Cr= Create New, Cu= Customize, Ex= Explore, Re= Revise

Figure 9

Sequence Plots of all 23 videos with Y-axis as Children and X-axis as Ratio of Session Time
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Note. Cr= Create New, Cu= Customize, Ex= Explore, Re= Revise. Some sessions started with revising as

children edited their existing projects.

Project Iteration

The first type of creation process was “Project Iteration”, when children switched their actions

between creating, revising, and customizing. This process resulted in the expansion of their project

details. Children engaged in these three actions with no particular action sequence as they are highly

intertwined. The Project Iteration process aligns with literature on constructionism and making where

children continually iterate their projects (Kafai & Resnick, 1996). Furthermore, iteration is also

described as “cyclical processes of revisiting previous design decisions” and is integral for the design

process (Adams, 2002, p. 2).

Case Study 1. A first grader followed the Project Iteration process at the beginning of their

session. They created a program, added a new character, created another program, then revised it. They

first created a short program to make the scuba diver move forward and recorded a sound effect (Figure

10, top left). They then added a new character (Figure 10, top right), a whale, and created a repeating

program for the whale to move forward and shrink (Figure 10, bottom left). After they played this

program, they realized that the whale became too tiny after shrinking it four times with the repeat loop.
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Therefore, they revised the whale’s code by adding a grow block before the repeat loop (Figure 10,

bottom right).

Figure 10
Example of a Project Iteration Process that includes Create, Customize, Create, and Revise

Coding Exploration

Coding exploration was when children explored complex blocks before creating and/or revising

their programs. Exploring is essential for child development as it is how children acquire information to

understand new contexts (Cook et al., 2011; Legare, 2014; Lobo & Galloway, 2008). Furthermore,

exploring behavior supports engineering thinking (Evangelou et al., 2010) as it is a foundational step in

the design process. According to the Engineering Design Framework (Dorie et al., 2014, p. 5; English &

King, 2015, p. 4), the act of exploring material is part of the “Problem Scoping” phase, which appears

before ideating, constructing, evaluating, and revising. However, we can observe that there were instances
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where children also explored complex blocks after they created or revised their programs (Refer to Figure

9), which was expected, as creating, or revising the program may also lead to exploring. Although

exploring may come at different order, this study only focused on the process of exploration that leads to

programs creation and revision, following the engineering design framework (Dorie et al., 2014, p. 5;

English & King, 2015, p. 4). This study also assumed that exploring before creating or revising impacted

their projects more directly.

Case study 2. A kindergartener demonstrated Coding Exploration process where they attempted

to make a command with a repeat block with message blocks (Figure 11, top left). Their intention was to

make Tac (a character) run after the girl runs to the school bus. They experimented with message blocks

(Figure 11, top left) but did not get the command to work on the first try as they put “receive” and “send”

orange messages in the same command (Figure 11, top right). Sending message and receive message

blocks must be on different commands where the first command with a “send message” block sends a

message to the second command with a “receive message” block to start playing. After they played the

unexpected command, they realized the mistake and created a new command that starts with a “green

flag” (Figure 11, bottom left). This command made the girl run to the bus then sent a message to Tac. Tac

then ran to the bus (Figure 11, bottom right).

Figure 11

Example of a Coding Exploration Process that includes Explore and Create
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Long Customization

Long customization was a process when children spent longer than 10% of their session duration

customizing projects. Even if customization takes away from the coding time, the aesthetic aspect might

support children to visualize their ideas in a more meaningful way. Through this pilot study,

customization process seemed to motivate and engage students more with their overall ScratchJr projects.

A nicely decorated project created a story framework for children to work on their code afterwards,

aligned with a finding that drawing is a form of visual text construction that helps young children to

compose more complex messages (Mackenzie & Veresov, 2013, p. 27).
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Case study 3. A second grader created a story about a girl that programmed the robot to help

build a sandcastle. They spent almost the entire session (Long Customization process) drawing the robot

and the girl (Figure 12).

Figure 12

Example of a Long Customization Process

After they completed the customization, they created a program for the girl to say, “Build a

sandcastle” then sends a message to the Robot, which then moves towards her and says, “Ok” (Figures

13, left and right). Their programs were advanced compared to the programs in the prior sessions that

mostly consisted of basic motion blocks.

Figure 13

Example of Coding Sections after Long Customization Process

Differences in Processes by ScratchJr Experience Levels

Figure 14
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Sequence Plots Showing Processes of Children with Low, Medium, and High Experience

The little experience group had the highest process variety as shown in Figure 14. Furthermore, this group

spent the longest average amount of time on Coding Exploration given that they had one fewer sample

size than the two other groups. The medium experience group spent the most time on average on Long

Customization, which might be because they were at the mastery level that had recently become

comfortable with painting tools. Once children got introduced to painting tools, they were hooked into

customizing their projects, and drawing characters and backgrounds could take a long time. The high
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experience group had more Project Iteration with some Coding Exploration because this group already

mastered most ScratchJr blocks they might have spent less time figuring out the complex blocks.

Main Phase
Data Source

The main phase participants were 153 students, aged from 5 to 8 years old, from two public

schools in Rhode Island, USA. The children were in first (n = 97) or second grade (n = 56), learning from

the CAL-ScratchJr curriculum (Refer to Table 8) as part of a larger study (ScratchJr Studies, 2021).

Table 8

Summary of the Main Phase Study Data Source

US State Number 1st Grade Classes Number of 2nd Grade Classes

Rhode Island 5 3

Procedure

For this phase, the Scratch Foundation developed a new ScratchJr app version, called

CAL-ScratchJr. While the app users remain anonymous at an individual level, this new app version could

collect identifying information at a classroom level. To do so, I assigned a unique logo for each

classroom, where teachers assisted their students in tapping their classroom logos before playing with

ScratchJr. Google Analytics automatically tracked each anonymous child’s log data and labeled it with

their classroom information.

Measures

Actions on the Log Data

Inspired by a study that used log data to extract action patterns (Guo et al., 2016), I created rules

for determining children’s actions on ScratchJr. I used the coding scheme from the pilot phase in Table 7

to guide the comparison between the screen recordings and the log data. Subsequently, I extracted four

identified actions (create new, explore, revise, and customize) from the log data. The first step was

breaking each session into multiple coding or customizing sections, which were sets of either blocks of
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dragging actions or customizing actions. A coding section starts when children either create a new

command or revise an existing command and ends when children run their programs or switch to

customizing their projects. Figure 15 provides a visual example of a child starting the session with a

coding section, which happens when this child creates a program starting with a green flag and ending

with a red end block. The customizing section happens as the child paints the cat, follows by two more

coding sections as the child creates new and revises programs.

Figure 15

Short ScratchJr Activity Snippet with Four Sections

Note. This figure shows an example of a short activity labeled into four sections

(Coding-Customizing-Coding-Coding). The activity starts from the top.
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Coding Sections. Log data from Google Analytics showed events that children did by

timestamps. However, there was no identification of when children start or end creating each program,

which made it challenging to differentiate coding sections. Therefore, my solution in determining

“Coding Sections” was to use two types of gap times (inactive) between coding blocks. The first type of

gap time was the time that children took to think and drag each coding block to create a program. This

was generally faster than the second type of gap time, which was the time children tested or ran their

programs, which on average took longer than 20 seconds. Therefore, this study assumed that children

moved on to a new coding section if the gap time between coding blocks was longer than 20 seconds.

Customizing Sections. These were much simpler to identify compared to a coding section. This

section included the time that children spent using painting tools and choosing characters or background.

Table 9

Action Identification Log Rule

Sections Actions Definition Log Definition/ Rule
Coding Create New Start a new code from blank with

no switching to non-coding

actions

Sections with at least one trigger

block

Revise Rework on the same code after

playing the program or doing

non-coding actions

Sections with no trigger blocks

Explore Try out intermediate or advanced

blocks

Sections that have repeatedly used

intermediate or advanced block

Customizing Customize Decorate the project or add

character/background

Sections that have painting or

choosing character/background

After categorizing events into sections, I labelled the four actions within each section according to

the rules shown in Table 9. Create new referred to when children made an entirely new program.
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Regardless of the blocks sequencing in each program, the coding section that the study labelled as “create

new” action had to have at least one type of trigger block (e.g., start on the green flag, start on tap, start on

bump), which is required for the program to run when pressing play. To elaborate, trigger blocks did not

have to be dragged first in a coding section, as dragging trigger blocks last was also common. Revise was

when children added at least one additional coding block to an existing program. Therefore, this section

usually only had coding blocks that were non-trigger blocks. Furthermore, this action often happened

after children tested their programs and engaged in customizing actions. Explore was when children tried

to use intermediate or advanced coding blocks in a repeating manner. This can be reflected when children

continually used the same intermediate or advanced block within a coding section. Customize had the

most straightforward rule in the customizing section, when children used a painting tool, added a

character, or added a background on ScratchJr.

Three Processes from the Log Data

From the labelled actions, I extracted three processes, “Project Iteration”, “Coding Exploration”,

and “Long Customization”, with rules that closely aligned with the process identification steps in the pilot

phase. There could be multiple processes in one lesson for each child. Project Iteration was when children

switched their actions between create new, revise, and customize, with a requirement that each customize

duration must be less than 10% of the session duration. Coding Exploration was when an exploring action

led to coding actions (creating new or revising) and ended when children stopped coding and started

customizing. Lastly, Long Customization was when customizing was at least 10% of the session duration.

Pre and Post Lesson Block Exploration

Research Question 5 investigated exploring actions before and after the curriculum taught

complex (intermediate and advanced) coding blocks (Refer to Table 2). I calculated pre-lesson

exploration by counting the number of untaught complex blocks that children used during exploring. In

contrast, post-lesson exploration was the number of taught complex blocks usage during exploring.

Variety, Adherence, and Complexity
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Block variety, adherence, and complexity were the three block usage outcomes for RQ3, RQ4,

and RQ5, respectively. Block variety was the number of block types children used at three timepoints. The

Block adherence ratio was calculated by counting the usage of unique blocks that were recently taught

over the total number of recently taught blocks at each timepoint. For instance, if a first grader uses three

out of six taught block types at timepoint 2, the adherence ratio was .50. Lessons included at each

timepoint are shown in Table 1, and the blocks taught up to each timepoint are shown in Figure 6.

Examples of recently taught blocks for first graders at timepoints 1, 2, and 3, were blocks taught up to

lesson 6, blocks taught from lessons 7-10, and blocks taught from lesson 11-20, respectively. Lastly, block

complexity was the number of non-unique intermediate and advanced coding blocks used at Time 3,

which was their final project in the curriculum.

Data Analysis

The objective of the main phase was to investigate the relationship between creation processes

and the three block usage outcomes (variety, adherence, and complexity). Question 2 analyzed

occurrences of each process at three timepoints by plotting stacked bar plots. Question 3 examined

whether the duration of each process type was related to how varied children use coding blocks across the

curriculum. Similarly, Question 4 investigated whether the processes were related to children’s usage of

recently taught coding blocks. Instead of focusing on the three process types, Question 5 examined how

the timing of exploring action was related to block complexity in children’s final lessons.

Research Question 3

This study used two-level piecewise multilevel regression or longitudinal models to answer both

parts of research question 3 (Refer to Equations 1.1-1.8). The timepoints were split into two phrases,

Timepoint 2 compared to Timepoint 1 and Timepoint 3 compared to Timepoint 1. I created two-level

models (Refer to Appendix C, Table C1), where binary variables of time phases (Timepoint 2 and

Timepoint 3) were clustered within students. These models were used to predict the continuous outcome

variable, block variety. The first-level (time variant) predictors were timepoints, duration of each process,
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and session duration (mean centered at each timepoint). All durations were in minutes. The second-level

(time invariant) predictor was grade level, which I only added to the intercept in the final model to

understand the interaction between grade level and Timepoint 1 to predict for block variety. Furthermore,

this study only allowed the intercept, Timepoint 2 vs 1, and Timepoint 3 vs 1 to vary across students.

I conducted model estimation in steps. The first model was an empty model with only an intercept

and fixed and random effects. The second model was an unconditional growth model with Timepoint 2 vs

1 and Timepoint 3 vs 1 variables. I then added one variable at a time (as fixed effects), including session

duration (min.), Long Customization (min.), Project Iteration (min.), Coding Exploration (min.), and

Grade Level, to Models 3-7 (Refer to Appendix C, Table C1).

Equations 1.1-1.8

Multilevel model to predict block variety
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Research Question 4
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Research questions 4a and 4b also used two-level piecewise longitudinal regression to predict the

ratio of adherence (Refer to Equations 2.1-2.9). I created models (Refer to Appendix C, Table C2) with

two levels of predictors. Similar to the previous question, the two binary time phases (Timepoint 2 vs 1

and Timepoint 3 vs 1) were nested under students. The continuous outcome variable was block adherence,

or the ratio of taught block usage over the total block usage. The first-level (time variant) predictors were

timepoint, number of blocks taught (mean centered), lessons duration (mean centered), and duration of

each process type. All durations were in minutes. The second level (time invariant) predictor added to the

intercept was grade level. This question also only allowed the intercept, Timepoint 2 vs 1, and Timepoint

3 vs 1 to vary across students.

I conducted model estimation in steps. The first model was an empty model with only an intercept

in fixed and random effects. The second model was an unconditional growth model with additional

Timepoint 2 vs 1 and Timepoint 3 vs 1 variables. The third model also has session duration (min.) and

Number of Taught Block in the fixed effect. I then added one variable at a time (as fixed effects),

including, Long Customization (min.), Project Iteration (min.), Coding Exploration (min.), and Grade

Level, to Models 4-7.

Equations 2.1-2.9

Multilevel model to predict block adherence
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Research Question 5

Research question 5a used t-test to compare pre-and post-lesson exploration. Research question

5b used a simple linear regression model to predict block complexity at the last timepoint. The main

predictors were pre-and-post lesson explorations.

Results

Data Screening

I conducted data screening for research questions 3-5 according to Table 10. Some students were

absent mostly due to the COVID-19 pandemic, resulting in missing values at some timepoints (40 out of

459 occasions). Out of 153 students, 121 students had data for all three timepoints (no missing values), 24

students had data for two timepoints, and eight students had data for one timepoint. Consequently, this

study’s regression analyses excluded missing data at different occasions from the models.

The descriptive statistics for Questions 3 to 5 are shown in Appendix A, Tables A1 to A3. I

identified outliers as having z-scores of above absolute three. Using this criteria, there were two to eight

outliers out of 153 children across variables at each timepoint. After removing the outliers, all three

outcome variables (variety, adherence, and complexity) were normally distributed with skewness and

kurtosis values approximately lesser than absolute one across all timepoints. However, predictor

variables, particularly duration of process types in minutes, were non-normal at some timepoints.
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Therefore, I used robust maximum likelihood estimation (ML) in the multilevel models for RQ3 and RQ4

to adjust the standard error based on the level of skewness.

Furthermore, the correlation matrices showed that there were significantly weak to mild

correlation across variables (Appendix B, Tables B1 and B2), except for Long Customization and Lesson

Duration that were highly correlated at .72. This high correlation was expected as Long Customization

captured customizing sections that were longer than 10% of each session. Grade level was the only

categorical variable, consisting of around 63% first graders and 36% second graders across timepoints.

Although a third of the sample were second graders, their sample size at each time point was still large

enough (greater than 30 children) to make generalization to a wider population. This data screening

process showed that this study’s dataset is well suited for the proposed regression analyses.

Table 10

Summary of the Variables, Data Screening and Post-Assumption Testing for Questions 3 to 5

RQs Methods Outcome

Variables

Predictor Variables Pre-Screening Post-Assumption

Testing

RQ3 Multilevel

Regression

Variety Timepoint 2 vs 1 (Cat.)

Timepoint 3 vs 1 (Cat.)

Duration of Long

Customization (Con.)

Duration of Project Iteration

(Con.)

Duration of Coding

Exploration (Con.)

Session Duration (Con.)

Grade Level (Cat.)

Distribution

Outliers: Boxplot

and Z-scores

Correlation

Distribution of

Residuals

Homoscedasticity of

Residuals

Linearity of

independent and

outcome variables
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RQ4 Multilevel

Regression

Adherence Timepoint 2 vs 1 (Cat.)

Timepoint 3 vs 1 (Cat.)

Duration of Long

Customization (Con.)

Duration of Project Iteration

(Con.)

Duration of Coding

Exploration (Con.)

Number of blocks taught

(Con.)

Session Duration (Con.)

Grade (Cat.)

Distribution

Outliers: Boxplot

and Z-scores

Correlation

Distribution of

Residuals

Homoscedasticity of

Residuals

Linearity of

independent and

outcome variables

RQ5 T-test and

Linear

Regression

Complexity Pre-Explore (Con.)

Post-Explore (Con.)

Session Duration (Con.)

Grade (Cat.)

Distribution

Outliers: Boxplot

and Z-scores

Correlation

Distribution of

Residuals

Homoscedasticity of

Residuals

Linearity of

independent and

outcome variables

Note. Con.= Continuous variable, Cat. = Categorical variable

Research Questions 2: What are the proportions of different creation processes at the three-time points?

This study classified children into experience levels based on timepoint in the CAL program, with

timepoints 1, 2, and 3 corresponding to little, medium, and high ScratchJr experience levels, respectively.
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Like children with little experience in the pilot study, children at Time 1 in the main study (Refer to

Figure 16) followed all processes more diversely and used slightly more Coding Exploration on average

(9.74%) compared to the other timepoints (Mt2 = 5.80% and Mt3 = 8.80%). Moreover, children at Time 1

used Long Customization at a similar duration to Project Iteration, both were less than 50% of all the

sessions. In contrast, children at Time 2 spent around 60% of the sessions, on average, customizing their

projects, which aligned with the results from the intermediate experience group in the pilot study.

Children at Time 3 spent lower proportions of time on average (22.93%) Project Iteration than children at

Time 1 (M = 34.63%), which differed from the trends in the pilot study. The “other” category was the

coding process that this study did not focus on, which included the actions grouping of create-revise or

separate usage of create, revise, and explore. In summary, children in this study followed creation

processes differently across timepoints in the CAL curriculum. On average, children used all processes

diversely in early lessons and focused mainly on Long Customization around mid-lessons. By the end of

the curriculum, they split their time equally between processes that focused on customization and coding.

Figure 16

Proportions of Time spent following each Creation Process across Timepoints
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Research Question 3a: What is the difference in block variety as the CAL program progresses?

3b: Which creation process is associated with more block variety across time points?

The intra-class correlation (ICC) from the empty model (Appendix C, Table C1) showed that

between-person variation accounted for only 6.79% of the total difference in block variety. This amount

was relatively small, meaning that the variation was indifferent between timepoints within children. The

third model showed that that block variety significantly dropped from Timepoint 1 to Timepoint 2 (Figure

17), when holding the total session duration constant. Compared to the average 10 block types at

Timepoint 1, children used two block types less at Timepoint 2 (p < .001) and one block type less at

Timepoint 3 (p < .01). However, this drop no longer held in model 4, which included Long

Customization. In other words, the decrease in block types after Timepoint 1 was related to how long

children spent customizing their projects. This study did not include Timepoint 3 in the random effect as

the variance between students was very small.

Figure 17

Number of Different Blocks used across Timepoints
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Note. These box plots show the distribution of the number of unique used blocks per child at each time

point in the curriculum.

Coding Exploration and Long Customization process durations were significantly related to block

variety at p < .001 (Figure 18). With four more minutes of children following the Coding Exploration

process, it is expected that children on average will use one more block type when holding the two other

process types, session duration, and timepoints constant. In contrast, the model predicted that children

would use one fewer block type with around five more minutes of Long Customization. The r-squared of

the final model was .44. Although this study showed that block variety decreased across time, the size of

this decline was only around 10-20% of the average total block each child used. Furthermore, block types

may increase when children follow more Coding Exploration and less Long Customization processes.

Figure 18

Coefficients of Predictors on Variety from the Longitudinal Model
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Note. The numbers are unstandardized coefficients. The horizontal bars are confidence intervals. * = p <

.05, ** = p < .01, *** = p < .001

Research Question 4a: How much are children using the blocks they learned as the CAL program

progresses? 4b: Which creation process is associated with more block adherence across time points?

The intra-class correlation (ICC) from the empty model (Appendix C, Table C2) showed that

between-person variation was close to zero, meaning that block adherence only varied across timepoints,

but almost did not vary at all between children. Similar to the models from the previous question, Model 2

onwards allowed the intercept and Timepoint 2 to vary across students. This question did not include

Timepoint 3 in the random effect as the variance was very small.

Figure 19

Ratio of Block Adherence to Number of Taught Blocks across Timepoints
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Note. These box plots show the distribution of the ratio of block adherence at each time point in the

curriculum.

When holding the session duration and number of taught block constant, the third model showed

that ratio of adherence dropped an average of 36.00% between Timepoint 1 and 2 and an average of

48.60% between Timepoint 1 and Timepoint 3. The final model predicted that first grader on average

used around 77% of taught block at Time 1 (p < .001) under three conditions: 1) their ScratchJr session

had an average duration of around 30 minutes; 2) they were taught 11 coding blocks; 3) they did not use

any of the three processes identified in this study. Although ratio of adherence dropped across timepoints

(Refer to Figure 19), blocks that were taught at each timepoint were still most frequently used at that

timepoint (e.g., Blocks taught at Time 2 were used most frequently at Time 2) (Refer to Figure 20).

Figure 20

Total Unique Blocks by Block Taught at each Timepoint
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Note. Time1Blocks= Blocks taught at Time 1, Time2Blocks= Blocks taught at Time 2, and Time3Blocks=

Blocks taught at Time 3.

Long Customization was the only process that had a significant association to adherence of block

taught (Figure 21). With one more minute of Long Customization, adherence ratio was expected to

decrease by 1.00%, when holding the other variables such as grade level constant. The r-squared for the

final model was .56. As key takeaways, children used less recently taught block over time and Long

Customization was associated with this decline. However, children still used blocks most frequently when

they were recently taught.

Figure 21

Coefficients of Predictors on Ratio of Adherence from the Longitudinal Model
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Note. The numbers are unstandardized coefficients. The horizontal bars are confidence intervals. * = p <

.05, ** = p < .01, *** = p < .001

Research Question 5a: Do children explore the complex coding blocks more frequently before they were

taught? 5b: What is the relationship between when children explore complex blocks (explore on their own

or explore after they were taught) and how complex their block usage is in their final lessons?

The number of complex blocks during post-exploration (µ = 18.98) was significantly higher than

during pre-exploration (µ = 5.42) at p < .001. When children did not explore complex coding blocks at

all, the average number of complex blocks used at Time 3 was estimated to be 3.17. Figure 22 shows the

coefficients of all variables. If they post-explore, the number of complex blocks would increase by .14

with one increasing complex block used during post-exploration (p < .001). Pre-exploration did not

significantly impact the complex block usage. The r-squared for this linear regression model was .34.

These results showed that post-exploration was more prominent in children’s coding experience with the

CAL curriculum.
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Figure 22

Coefficients of Predictors on Block Complexity from the Linear Regression Model

Post-Screening

The final models for research questions 3 and 4 (Appendix C, Tables C1 and C2) included all

necessary random effects; any additional random effect to the model gave a convergence error. I

conducted post-screening analysis on the final models for research questions 3, 4, and 5. The residual

graphs are shown in Appendix D (Tables D1-D3). The residuals for all models were normally distributed,

although there were some deviations from the expected normal line on each side of the tail. The Levene’s

tests showed that the residuals were homoscedastic as the variances did not significantly differ across

children. Lastly, there was linearity in the relationship between each of the independent variables and the

outcome variables.
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Discussion

Computational skills are essential for children to acquire in the 21st century (Bers, 2018a, 2019,

2020b). To gain such skills, young children can learn to program by creating coding projects (Govind et

al., 2020). Millions of coding projects have been created by children monthly, and many of these projects

were evaluated using rubrics (Basu, 2019; Papadakis et al., 2017; Unahalekhaka & Bers, 2021, 2022).

However, there is still a lack of understanding of young children's processes when creating open-ended

coding projects, even though recognizing processes is essential for understanding learning experiences

(Taranu et al., 2022). Therefore, this study focused on understanding children's ScratchJr creation

processes over the course of participating in the 24-week-lesson CAL curriculum.

This dissertation utilized a mixed-method approach to conduct both pilot and main phases of the

study. During the pilot phase, I conducted an observation of screen recordings to understand processes

employed by children when creating projects. Subsequently, in the main phase, I used Google Analytics

data to better understand the varying ways in which children created projects in relation to how they used

coding blocks. This approach addressed eight research questions, each of which yielded understandings

into the three processes used by children when creating projects, and how each process was related with

their coding block usage.

This study found that children used diverse processes to create open-ended ScratchJr coding

projects. Some processes were related to coding block usage outcomes, including the variety in block

types, adherence to the lesson, and complexity of the blocks. Knowing these processes is helpful as results

from this study can guide how to improve the CS learning experience in early childhood. The main key

takeaway is that there should be a mixture of autonomy and guidance in early childhood CS. Educators

and parents may give young children the freedom to discover coding blocks while providing more

guidance on the complex block functions. According to Constructionism, children develop ideas rather

than passively receive ideas from adults (Kafai & Resnick, 1996). However, guidance is still essential for
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young children, especially for computer science concepts that require multiple consequential steps (Klahr

& Carver, 1988).

Teaching strategies across the curriculum may need to be different

The current study identified three processes children followed when creating ScratchJr projects:

Project Iteration, Exploring Coding, and Long Customization. These three processes are essential for

young children's development and differ across student groups with varying ScratchJr experiences. In the

early CAL lessons, teachers primarily introduced basic motion blocks to make characters move as

children were new to ScratchJr. At this stage, children tried various processes of iterating, exploring, and

customizing (selecting characters and backgrounds). In other words, they used the three process types

more interchangeably. This pattern was expected as children were still new to coding and customizing

functions of ScratchJr. Discovering is a way for them to gather information to develop scientific and

causal reasoning (Cook et al., 2011; Legare, 2014). Therefore, children new to ScratchJr should be

allowed more free-play time to discover different functions.

At mid-curriculum, children had intermediate ScratchJr experience levels and shifted from coding

to spending the most time customizing their stories. At this curriculum time point, teachers taught

painting functions and more blocks related to changing the characters’ appearances (e.g., grow and

disappear) in ScratchJr. This is expected as young children tend to invest deeply in customizing their

projects. A study that assessed ScratchJr projects showed that, on average, children got higher scores on

their design than on coding aspects (Unahalekhaka & Bers, 2022). The painting tools on ScratchJr are

beneficial as many children program according to their decorated stories. Visual representation, like

drawing, enhances scientific thinking, such as observation, problem-solving, explanation, and

communication (Fan, 2015). However, too much customization means less coding time, as shown in the

current study. Therefore, teachers may set expectations with children that the painting functions can

enhance their coding projects, but the main focus of this work is coding. At this time point, teachers can

also set goals and plans with children on how they will complete their projects. Some questions to ask
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children may include how long they think they will need for customizing versus coding. Teachers can

then guide children on the plans to make sure that children will focus on coding. This approach is based

on the Self-Determined Learning Model of Instruction, which supports students in solving problems by

creating, modifying, and applying a series of questions and solutions to reach self-selected goals (Palmer

& Wehmeyer, 2003). Palmer and Wehmeyer (2003) reported that children as young as five could set goals

and follow up with their plans with the teacher’s assistance. Teachers may also consider allowing children

to focus on customizing the visual aspects of the story before they transition into coding.

Towards the end of the 12-week program, children were highly experienced with ScratchJr and

had to create final projects as stories with at least three pages. The study found that young children could

complete multiple page projects by splitting their focus between coding and painting. Children in the

highly experienced group from the pilot study iterated their projects the most. Project Iteration might need

a certain mastery level as it requires children to combine multiple actions of programming, tweaking, and

customizing to iterate their ScratchJr projects. A study with adult engineers found experts iterate their

designs more frequently than novices (Adams, 2002). Iterating is integral to the design process (Adams et

al., 2003) and leads to more originality in children’s creative products (Taranu et al., 2022). To promote

iteration, teachers and parents may encourage children to keep improving and adding details to the same

project across multiple sessions, such as adding more pages and characters or making their programs

more advanced. Children must have enough time to "experiment and think over" (Looijenga et al., 2015,

p. 4).
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Exploration promotes coding block variety

Children in this study had a slight drop in average block variety when creating projects across

time points, starting from ten block types in the early lessons. This decline was related to an extensive

period of project customization. However, around ten block types seem to be enough to create meaningful

projects. A study with adults also found that undergraduate students constantly used around eight unique

block types in open-ended Scratch projects. However, the total number of blocks increased across ten

weeks (Karakaya Cirit, 2022). Nevertheless, children will still benefit from using a wider variety of block

types so they can apply different commands and coding concepts, given that there are more than 20 block

types on ScratchJr. Results from the current study suggested that teachers should encourage children to try

discovering unfamiliar or complex blocks if they want children to use a variety of blocks. Exploration or

self-discovery is a significant action that enhances children's learning as it is a way for them to gather

information to have a better understanding about the world, “all of us learn by constructing, exploring,

and theory building.” (Papert, 1980, p. 132)

Young children followed preference and instruction

Young children might not use all the blocks that were taught; however, this study still showed that

they most frequently used the blocks that were recently taught. This means that young children in the

study could follow instructions to a certain level, while the rest of the time was their free choice. There

can be many explanations for this result. First, children might not know how to use all the advanced

blocks that teachers taught later in the curriculum. According to previous studies, young children found

control blocks complex and were able to use these blocks less (Strawhacker & Bers, 2019; Unahalekhaka

& Bers, 2022). Second, children may want the independence to use any blocks they want in their projects.

Children’s ability to freely choose is essential for their learning motivation and is related to the feeling of

competency over time (Ryan & Deci, 2020). Consequently, they may strongly prefer which block to

include rather than following instructions. Third, they needed to keep using the foundational blocks taught

early in the curriculum for all their projects. This study showed that the foundational blocks taught at
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Timepoint 1, the motion blocks, were most used across all time points. This finding is expected as the

motion blocks are the basic blocks that directly change the characters. Different studies also found that

preschool and elementary students most commonly used motion blocks in their ScratchJr projects (Kyza

et al., 2022; Papadakis et al., 2016; Unahalekhaka & Bers, 2021). For these reasons, teachers should keep

in mind that children might not completely follow all the instructions in using taught coding blocks.

Likely, young children will still freely use the blocks they want when creating open-ended projects.

However, it can be helpful for teachers to review the complex blocks’ functions before children create the

projects, especially those introduced a while back. An effective teaching approach might be to strike a

balance between encouraging children to include all concepts and giving them autonomy in their projects.

Combination of guidance and self-discovery may lead to complex block use

Children in this study played around with complex blocks more frequently after teachers taught

the block functions. This result differed from the studies that reported how children explored more when

they were not told the functions of the tangible object (Evangelou et al., 2010). This difference might be

because ScratchJr’s coding concepts require more thinking steps than physical toys. Therefore, ScratchJr

complex blocks might not be intuitive enough for young children to initiate exploration. They may lose

interest after trying complex blocks that do not work as expected, especially when they can already create

animated projects with the basic blocks.

Furthermore, this study showed that the more children explored complex blocks after receiving

lessons, the more complex blocks they used in their final projects. In other words, children's

self-discovery after receiving some guidance may result in more advanced block usage later. Direct

instruction is highly effective in concepts with multi-steps, such as computer science, geometry, and

algebra (Klahr & Carver, 1988). However, free exploration time is still needed in early childhood learning

experiences as children need a space to explore, build, and modify their reality and come up with multiple

alternatives (Papert, 1980, p. 126). Therefore, one way to promote powerful ideas might be to combine

independence and guidance, encourage guided exploration, when young children create open-ended
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coding projects. Teachers and parents may want to provide free exploration time before and after teaching

children the block functions.

Conclusion

In conclusion, a developmentally appropriate approach for early childhood CS might be to

balance free exploration and direct guidance. The early lessons can start by showing children what coding

functions are available for them by making a simple program to make the character move, then allow

children to explore the rest of the motion blocks. The idea of exploring and testing out early will be

essential to lead exploration in more complex blocks later. Adults can continue to encourage children to

explore new coding blocks as children become more experienced and confident coders. After children

understand how to create functional programs, adults can introduce painting tools that will make their

projects more personally meaningful. As more time to focus on coding will promote more block variety

and complexity, adults should agree with the children on how much time they will spend customizing.

After adults introduce the complex blocks’ functions, it is essential that children still get free time to try

out or discover the blocks on their own. The strength of engaging in open-ended creation is that children

can put abstract and complex concepts into use (Papert, 1980). This study contributes to the early CS

literature by highlighting the common processes that young children may use when creating open-ended

coding projects. These processes were shown to be related to children’s coding block usage, and knowing

the processes can improve the early CS learning experiences.

Limitations and Further Research

There are factors that impact children’s creation processes, such as their coding competency and

the format of when they create projects (online versus in-person). Children with little ScratchJr experience

might have prior experience with coding from the other platforms. Although the research team has the

baseline coding competency scores for all participants in the main study, we were not able to connect the

scores to anonymous children's log data because of privacy protection.
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Due to the limitation of what Google Analytics can capture, this study had to develop action and

process rules. However, the rules did not perfectly capture the actions, as there were unexpected cases.

For example, children new to ScratchJr might not use any trigger blocks in their commands. Their

commands will not run when they press the play button on the top of the screen; however, there is a way

around it by tapping directly on the block to run the program. This limitation informs what essential

variables learning analytics tools should measure. In a coding app like ScratchJr, we should be able to

know when children play their commands, whether they switch the ordering of the blocks in the coding

area, and whether they enter how many times each block should play (the white number bubble shown in

Figure 3). These measures will be able to tell us about children’s testing or tinkering actions, which I

often saw from their screen recordings. This problem can be solved by having a more advanced analytics

tool that can simulate and re-create what children have done. For example, Shadowspect, a game that

teaches geometry to middle school students by having them create shapes, can track the steps that children

take to assess whether they create the shapes correctly (Gomez et al., 2021).

Furthermore, this study was not able to control influential factors on children’s decision when

using a certain coding block. Although the study tried to capture exploring actions before and after the

curriculum covers block functionalities, I still cannot be sure if the exploration was due to peers’ or

teachers’ influence. Going forward, we might need to ask teachers how much block guidance they usually

provide when students create projects.

For future research, it will be meaningful if we can connect children’s creation processes to their

learning outcomes, such as coding competency and project quality. This connection is essential for

instructional design, as it remains unclear from this study whether or under what circumstances a

particular process is better for learning outcomes, not limited to block usage patterns. One potential

question is whether children’s painting time impacts their coding mastery levels. This study showed that

the longer children painted, the fewer coding block varieties they used. However, children might still

learn coding to a sufficient level even if they spend a large chunk of their time painting. Additionally, it
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will be interesting to interview children on how or what processes they used to create their projects and

why they used certain blocks over others. Young children’s perception of their own processes and block

choices might change as they become more competent creators across the curriculum. There may be

reasons why they decided not to use the more complex blocks even if they knew how the blocks work.

Importantly, children’s understanding of these processes and block choices might be related to the

purposefulness and quality of their projects. To test this hypothesis, studies can compare children’s

pre-sketch or design journal entries of their projects, children’s interviews, and project scores. Lastly, to

further understand why children explore complex coding blocks more after they are taught the blocks,

studies may qualitatively observe children’s complex block exploration behavior at different times. To do

so, it is important to make sure that the sample size is sufficient, as exploring behavior does not occur

frequently. Studies may find that guided exploration, or exploration after they learned the coding block

functions, is more effective and intentional.
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Appendix A

Data Screening: Descriptive Statistics

Table A1

Descriptive statistics for the outcome and time-varying continuous predictors for research question 3

Timepoint 1 Timepoint 2 Timepoint 3

Variables n M (SD) Skewness Kurtosis n M (SD) Skewness Kurtosis n M (SD) Skewness Kurtosis

Variety 134 10.86
(4.33)

0.13 -0.18 133 8.07
(5.36)

0.20 -0.64 128 9.49 (4.12) 0.02 -0.32

Lessons Duration
(min.)

134 26.65
(14.69)

0.79 0.81 133 31.94
(12.55)

-0.04 -0.48 128 32.68
(17.95)

1.05 1.15

Project Iteration
(min.)

134 9.08
(9.05)

0.91 0.18 133 5.18
(6.76)

1.26 0.74 128 6.62 (8.47) 1.67 2.66

Coding
Exploration (min.)

134 2.23
(3.11)

1.63 2.56 133 1.50
(2.74)

2.21 4.40 128 2.94 (3.63) 1.48 1.66

Long
Customization
(min.)

134 9.24
(9.33)

1.00 -0.06 133 19.35
(10.84)

0.42 -0.68 128 17.26
(10.87)

0.93 0.71
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Table A2

Descriptive statistics for the outcome and time-varying continuous predictors for research question 4

Timepoint 1 Timepoint 2 Timepoint 3

Variables n M (SD) Skewness Kurtosis n M (SD) Skewness Kurtosis n M (SD) Skewness Kurtosis

Adherence 135 0.66
(0.24)

-0.62 -0.37 133 0.33
(0.29)

0.61 -0.65 129 0.19 (0.15) 0.62 -0.29

Lessons Duration
(min.)

135 26.60
(14.65)

0.80 0.83 133 31.94
(12.55)

-0.04 -0.48 129 32.94
(18.12)

1.01 1.00

Project Iteration
(min.)

135 9.14
(9.05)

0.89 0.14 133 5.18
(6.76)

1.26 0.74 129 6.74 (8.55) 1.61 2.40

Coding
Exploration (min.)

135 2.23
(3.10)

1.64 2.60 133 1.50
(2.74)

2.21 4.40 129 2.98 (3.65) 1.44 1.51

Long
Customization
(min.)

135 9.18
(9.33)

1.01 -0.05 133 19.35
(10.84)

0.42 -0.68 129 17.27
(10.83)

0.93 0.73
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Table A3

Descriptive statistics for the outcome and continuous predictors for research question 5

Timepoint 3

Variables n M (SD) Skewness Kurtosis

Complexity 132 6.34
(5.31)

1.06 0.80

Lessons Duration
(min.)

132 34.59
(21.28)

1.13 1.34

Pre-Explore 132 5.42
(5.99)

1.34 1.08

Post-Explore 132 18.98
(12.68)

1.20 1.63
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Appendix B

Data Screening: Pearson’s Correlations

Table B1

Pearson’s Correlations between Question 3 and 4 variables before dropping outliers

Variety Adherence Lessons Duration
(min.)

Project Iteration
(min.)

Coding
Exploration (min.)

Long
Customization

(min.)

Variety -

Adherence .58*** -

Lessons Duration (min.) .40*** .051 -

Project Iteration (min.) .44*** .28*** .54*** -

Coding Exploration (min.) .42*** .16*** .28*** .079 -

Long Customization (min.) -.07 -.29*** .72*** -.01 -.05 -

Note: *** p<.001, ** p<.01, * p<.05
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Table B2

Pearson’s Correlations between Question 5 variables before dropping outliers

Complexity Lesson Duration (min.) Pre-Explore Post-Explore

Complexity -

Lessons Duration (min.) .45*** -

Pre-Explore .28*** .14 -

Post-Explore .40*** .05 .41*** -

Note: *** p<.001, ** p<.01, * p<.05
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Appendix C

Results: Longitudinal Regression Models

Table C1

Results for Models Predicting Variety in Research Question 3
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Table C2

Results for Models Predicting Adherence Ratio in Research Question 4
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Appendix D

Assumption Testing Plots

Table D1

Assumption Testing for Research Question 3
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Table D2

Assumption Testing for Research Question 4
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Table D3

Assumption Testing for Research Question 5


